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Grade 3 Report Card  
 
School Year: 

   

Student: Student ID: Teacher: 
   

ACADEMIC GRADING SCALE 
   4 = EXEMPLARY Student demonstrates an advanced understanding of concepts, skills, and processes taught in this reporting period. 

 

   3 = PROFICIENT Student consistently demonstrates an understanding of concepts, skills, and processes taught in this reporting period. 
 

   2 = DEVELOPING Student is not yet consistent in demonstrating an understanding of concepts, skills, and processes taught in this reporting 
period. 

   1 = EMERGING Student does not demonstrate an understanding of grade level concepts, skills, and processes taught in this reporting period. 
 

READING T1 T2 T3 MATHEMATICS T1 T2 T3 

Reads grade level text independently    Demonstrates fluency in basic math facts    

Reads fluently with proper pacing and expression    Understands mathematical concepts    

Monitors reading by self correcting    Computes with accuracy    

Reads independently with stamina and focus    

Determines the main idea and key details of text    

Articulates math ideas with words, models, 
diagrams and equations 

   

Demonstrates literal comprehension    Solves basic word problems effectively    

Summarizes text in proper sequence    Solves complex word problems effectively    

Provides evidence to support ideas    

 

Perseveres and exhibits effort in solving problems    

  Demonstrates inferential comprehension and critical 
thinking 

   

SOCIAL STUDIES T1 T2 T3 

Compares and contrasts characters, events and text    Understands concepts and vocabulary    

Determines central messaging of a text    

 

Applies information to show understanding    

Learns new information by reading non-fiction text      

WRITING T1 T2 T3 SCIENCE T1 T2 T3 

Writes in the structure of the genre    Understands concepts and vocabulary    

Pre-writes effectively    

Develops clear and focused writing    

 

Draws conclusions after making thoughtful 
observations 

   

Uses effective introductions and conclusions      

Uses a variety of strategies to elaborate    

Varies vocabulary in writing    

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES  
GRADING SCALE  

Uses varied and complex sentences     C = CONSISTENTLY 

Edits and revises written work     U = USUALLY 

Writes legibly and neatly     NI = NEEDS IMPROVEMENT 

LANGUAGE T1 T2 T3 BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES T1 T2 T3 

Applies appropriate rules of capitalization    Maintains a satisfactory attendance record    

Applies appropriate rules of grammar    Respects the rights and property of others    

Spells correctly on assessments    Demonstrates self-control    

Applies spelling patterns/strategies in writing    Accepts responsibility for own actions    

Chooses words and phrases to convey ideas precisely    Cooperates and works well with others    

Arrives prepared for class    Uses context as a clue to the meaning of a word or 
phrase 

   

Completes and returns homework promptly    

SPEAKING AND LISTENING T1 T2 T3 Demonstrates organizational skills    

Speaks clearly with the correct volume    Follows school and class rules    

Follows directions    Communicates thoughts and ideas clearly and 
effectively 

   

Completes assigned tasks accurately and neatly    

Actively participates in class discussions    Completes assigned tasks in a timely manner    

Makes meaningful contributions to group discussions    Remains on task    

Listens while others are speaking    

 

Works independently    
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SPECIAL AREA GRADING SCALE 

C = CONSISTENTLY                    U = USUALLY                    NI = NEEDS IMPROVEMENT 

 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION T1 T2 T3 TECHNOLOGY T1 T2 T3 

Actively participates with a positive attitude    Actively participates with a positive attitude    

Listens attentively and follows directions    Listens attentively and follows directions    

Demonstrates cooperation    

ART T1 T2 T3 

Demonstrates grade appropriate understanding of 
concepts 

   

Actively participates with a positive attitude    WORLD LANGUAGE T1 T2 T3 

Listens attentively and follows directions    Actively participates with a positive attitude    

Listens attentively and follows directions    Demonstrates grade appropriate understanding of 
concepts 

   

MUSIC T1 T2 T3 

 

Demonstrates grade appropriate understanding of 
concepts 

   

Actively participates with a positive attitude         

Listens attentively and follows directions         

     Demonstrates grade appropriate understanding of 
concepts 

   

     
 
 

TRIMESTER 1 TEACHER COMMENTS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TRIMESTER 2 TEACHER COMMENTS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TRIMESTER 3 TEACHER COMMENTS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE  ATTENDANCE 

  Trimester 1 Trimester 2 Trimester 3 Total 

 Absences     

 

 Tardies     

 


